
Experience the smooth, pure taste of this carefully
balanced spirit inspired by the earliest recorded
gin recipes, made from 100% juniper berries. Each
distilling carefully crafted to ensure a flavourful
gin with assertive juniper notes for your ultimate
drinking pleasure.

Description
The ripe juniper berries used for this gin boast a
broad array of aromas. Fresh essential oil
fragrances like menthol, eucalyptus, pine, cloves
and lime are gently emphasised by whiffs of white
pepper. Notes of vanilla and the floral scent of rose
petals reflect the sweet juiciness juniper naturally
carries.

The Just Juniper Berry Gin captivates with its
smooth fullness and menthol-like herby whiffs
served with a stimulating citrus touch.

Dry spicy notes join the interplay of aromas.

Perfect Serve
Bursting with juniper flavour, this pure gin is the
perfect serve for a gin and tonic garnished with
berries or slice of lime-peel. It is the best start for a
Negroni and with its silkiness a subtle partner to
complement the herbal aromas of the Basil
Smash.

Garnish Suggestions
Lemon, lime, juniper berries, flowers & blueberries.

Botanicals
Juniper berries.
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JUST JUNIPER BERRY GIN



Experience fresh and crisp citrus aromas with a
smooth, silky finish. This zesty gin was enriched
with hand-picked, farm grown citrus fruit. Each
distilling carefully crafted to ensure a balanced gin
with an abundance of citrus notes.

Description
Rural sun-ripened oranges from the Eastern Cape,
as well as Citrusdal grown organic lemons lend
their flavours to this fullbodied gin.

Opulent scents of orange, lemon, lime and red
grapefruit evaporate on the nose while the juniper
berries present menthol and eucalyptus aromas
adding complexity. Rhubarb and lemon grass
whiffs bring a gentle sweetness to the overall
taste.

The Citrus Infusion benefits from the fresh
sourced fruits grown in perfect conditions. It is
endowed by a very mild juniper-bitterness. Rich
and complex, refreshing like a walk through a
citrus orchard.

Perfect Serve
Citrus Infusion shows its best in a Martini Cocktail
and is also a game changing basis for a Tom
Collins or Aviation. Filled up with tonic water, G&T
becomes a true refreshment.

Garnish Suggestions
Orange, lemon or grapefruit peel or wedges,
rosemary, mint or thyme, strawberries and
pepper.

Botanicals
Orange, juniper berries and lemon.
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CITRUS INFUSION GIN



Experience opulent herbal aromas with a
lingering, smooth finish. This unique gin was
created from the perfect blend of seven botanicals
including the flora of the Western Cape. Each
distilling carefully crafted to ensure a rich carefully
balanced gin.

Description
Herbs, dried and fresh tea leaves of buchu and
rooibos, cloves, cedar wood shavings and pine are
joined by delicate lemon peel, menthol, dark
berries, moss and earthiness. Flavours of forest-
honey, maple and almonds deliver sweet and
toasty notes.

The African Botanicals Gin expresses soft, round
and elegant herbal scents that separates this Gin
from any other. All botanicals are carefully
selected to underline the tempting marriage of
South Africa’s indigenous flora and elegant
juniper berries.

Perfect Serve
You can enjoy all our gin neat, with an ice block or
with a tonic. Enjoy this superb gin in a Vesper or
straight in a Martini with olive.

Garnish Suggestions
Mint or thyme, cinnamon, cucumber or grapefruit.

Botanicals
Liquorice, almonds, rooibos, juniper berries,
coriander seed, buchu and galangal root.
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AFRICAN BOTANICALS GIN



This fine piece of craftsmanship derives its beauty
from fully ripe raspberries.

In the tradition of distilling the best from the
raspberries, Triple Three adds both colour and
extra juiciness by steeping more fruit into the gin.
The combination of true dry juniper and sweet
scents of berries deliver a full new flavour.

Description
Sense the unusual! The nose is inviting with juicy
fruit and crisp aromas. Pine-like peppery scents
from the juniper balance these first mouth-
watering accords.

On the palate, juniper is taking the lead in a
classical London Dry Gin style. The fruitiness of the
raspberries round off the experience.

"You can taste the fruit's own colour", says Master
Distiller Rolf Zeitvogel. A true hint to the gin's taste
and looks.

Perfect Serve
Drink neat, over ice or in a Martini cocktail, great for
Negronis. Pairs well with chocolate desserts. Match
made in heaven for a G&T.

Garnish Suggestions
Mint and raspberry.

Botanicals
Raspberries and juniper berries.
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RASPBERRY BLUSH GIN


